Everything You Will Be,
Comes From 7 Critical Choices
Career skills to help create high performers
who are motivated and loyal

EVENTS
Management and leadership training
Young professionals - career strategy guidance
Graduation/Commencement speech

PROGRAM BENEFITS
Learn character traits that lead to promotion
Discover how your sense of humor is a huge advantage
Understand actions that support your success
Uncover how you can generate team spirit, trust and
enthusiasm
Identify how to recover from mistakes
Achieve a career that stimulates your growth

Keynote and Seminar Overview
Accept challenges - embrace the opportunity for growth
Take ownership for your career - create focus, passion and meaning
Get over set-backs – consider them even more instructive than successes
Use humor and kindness – benefit from these leadership traits
Develop exceptional communication skills – people will trust you and your message
Stick to your ethics and values – lead your team with character and integrity
Recognition – enhance teamwork, loyalty, and motivation
Many professionals discover that they change careers two or three times in their
lives. High potential employees and leaders embark on a path of lifelong learning
where they develop the necessary skills to take advantage of opportunities.
Beyond technical skills, experience and knowledge, an organization’s leadership
look at your:
Ability to communicate thoughts clearly and concisely
Problem-solving skills and personality
Interactions and personnel management
Dave Hill has had 3 interesting engineering careers that brought him to 78
countries…from areas of tribal unrest in the mountains of Papua New Guinea, to
the shores of Ethiopia in Africa. He has worked as a Chief Engineer Officer on cargo
ships, as an Accident Prevention Specialist, a Risk Engineer, and is now a
Professional Speaker.
He is a storyteller and a humorist who was a finalist in the 2004 World
Championship of Public Speaking.
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